Spring 2017 Newsletter
Welcome to the Spring Newsletter for Coppett Hill Common Trust Ltd. As
ever it has been a busy year for the Trust and we would like to take this
opportunity to say a big thank you to everyone who has taken time to support
the Trust and the Hill over the last year – your help makes a huge difference
to the Hill, its wildlife and those people who come to enjoy it.
We have made really good progress this year with the help of volunteers old
and new, outside agencies and the welcome addition of the tractor and
mower which has improved our productivity, range and scope. The tractor
and mower enabled the large open areas of the hill to be managed and
enlarged to give a mosaic of habitats that can be seen from afar– hopefully
this will be particularly visible when the bluebells are out. The Tractor allows
us to tackle jobs on difficult terrain much more easily.
This year the Violets seem to be better than ever, which will be great for the
butterflies and insects that depend on them for their lifecycle.

Work Parties—Thanks to everyone we had a very successful season
achieving all our targets for the grants we receive which is very pleasing.
We have carried out work on path maintenance , as well as the usual
butterfly work party where we continued with our windrowing to help the
pearl bordered fritillaries with input from Hereford Wildlife Trust.
In the Limekilns we work to maintain and improve the grass slopes to
encourage the lime loving plants that are a particular feature of this area.
By cutting and removing the old vegetation we allow the spring flowers
more light and room to grow. See the picture on the front This was again
run with help from Hereford Wildlife Trust and local volunteers.
Dewponds – These have held water well even in the driest part of the year
and we have seen dragonflies, frog spawn, and plants colonising the area.
Nigel Hand, who helped with the ponds reinstatement is very pleased with
their progress.
Fencing them off has allowed fauna and flora colonisation without
disturbance. But you can see by the footprints around them that they are
popular and that other mammals and birds have made use of them – they
are the only source of water on this side of the hill and we are pleased that
so many animals and birds and human visitors have enjoyed them.
Grazing – The electric fence has now been taken up. The area can be
seen to have been well grazed and transformed from a bracken
monoculture to include much more grass and wildflowers where the
brambles have been eaten and the bracken trampled
Tractor and Mower – the Alpine Tractor and Mower purchased with the
help of the Friends of Coppett Hill has made a huge difference and the
feedback on the work done with it has been widely praised – by locals,
visitors, and grant givers alike.
The hill was mown last February 2016 and then left for wildlife to get on
with the busy season of spring. Then last July 2016 we mowed the central
area and the paths for access. In the quiet season of winter 2016/2017 we
pushed on into the area across the top and it will be interesting to see what
we can achieve this year.
Thanks are due to all those who have been able to help with the work and
it has been great to have such positive feedback. The difference it makes
has been plain for all to see.
The Tractor can cover a large area in a relatively short time which would
not otherwise be done and is much more efficient than a large group of
people with brushcutters – even if they were actually available!

You can already see that we are moving from a monoculture of bracken,
with coarse grasses and brambles to grass rich areas with lots of wild
flowers and also a diverse mosaic of habitats that allow animals and birds to
get around safely for food and shelter.
Natural England, our grant givers for the Higher Level Stewardship Scheme
have inspected the area and are very happy with the wide variety of grasses
and wildflowers seen, which is good for butterflies and other fauna.
The 30th Anniversary Open Day—This went very well thanks to all who put
so much hard work into the exhibition. We were able to offer a wide range of
information and photos of work done and historical data along with
refreshments which proved very popular.
It also brought in new members and volunteers for the work parties which
was great. It was nice to welcome new faces and it also provided a wide
background of information for those who visit the hill or live locally but don’t
know much about it and its history. We learnt a lot too!

The First Work Party— 30 years ago, one of the first work parties was the
mammoth task of opening up the Ridge Path. In January this year under the
watchful eye of our Presidents Ray and Frances Thomas we were able to
once again have a work party along the ridge, but this time with the tractor.
This enabled us to open up the areas that have been covered in brambles
and where vegetation has grown over nearly covering the path. This was
quite a feat as otherwise it is a long trek with strimmers before we even start
work. This was a very successful afternoon’s work .
From a distance, last year the bluebell display was spectacular and it will be
interesting to see how far it goes this year as we have managed to mow
further along the path.

Goshawks—this year the nest will be monitored by a local raptor group and
any nestlings will be ringed.
Fungal Survey— Hereford Fungal Group will be coming to survey the Fungi
on the hill in the summer.
Reprinting walks booklets—The Friends of Coppett Hill, the charity that
supports the hill, will be reprinting the local walks booklets.
Bracken Bash— This will be on the 2nd July from 10.00am at the Trig
Point— cider and scones and a little bit of work bashing the bracken …
If you would like to find out more about the Hill then please contact
Martin on 01600 890075 or Patrick on 01600 891308.

See above The Violets have been amazing this year—great for the Pearl
Bordered Fritillary Butterfly.
The Colours of the Hill through the seasons
The hill has in the last year given us a splendid display of all of its colours
from the rust colours of the bracken in winter through to the green of spring
with vivid blue grey of the bluebells right through to the red hue of the hill in
autumn. The Autumn display of leaves last year was pretty breathtaking and
you can see one of the pictures that Trust member Adam Fisher took below.
He is now qualified to fly a drone commercially and will be taking photos of
the hill over the seasons so that we can put the resulting footage on the
website.

The Coppett Hill Flint - putting a Hand on History
by George Woodward.
The mist of early autumn like Dragon’s breath hung among the trees of
Coppett Hill and the Wye valley below.
Sat upon a large rocky outcrop with a good view of a flattened area some
fifty feet below me, I watched as a new day began to be born, a badger
slowly trundled his way homeward to the sett that had been home to his
ancestors since England was young. Hardly had he passed below me when
the slinking red form of a fox crept like a thief in the night through the dying
bracken, a squirrel above my head chittered and chattered a warning of his
passing to the forest folk. My back to a large oak tree I waited as the coppery
autumn sun began to slowly burn the mist away. From below me a pulse
raising sound echoed across the valley towards Huntsham Hill, the grunting
belching groan of a rutting Fallow Buck, a sound that must have resounded
on those autumn days since the Normans first introduced the beast to
England. I watched with growing excitement as with head held high he
stepped into the clearing below me again uttering his vocal challenge across
the hill.
As I watched with bated breath my fingers had been scratching in the leaf
litter at my side. Just when my groping fingers found it I am not sure? but for
the next hour as the “old lad” was joined by some dozen squeaking Does,
I was barely conscious of toying with the flattened hard object in my hand.
Time passed on flying wings with the majestic Buck trashing at a hazel bush
with his fine set of antlers and sending his challenging call reverberating from
the towering Symonds Yat Rocks.
All too soon a gentle breeze carried my scent down to the gathering of deer,
the Does began to melt away followed by the Buck desperately attempting to
hold his harem together.
I stood up to stretch my cramped legs and suddenly became aware that I
was still clutching the flattened object. I looked for the first time at what I had
been holding in my hand, and my gaze fell upon a perfect willow leaf shaped
flint arrow head.
With my mind racing I sat again with my back to the oak tree, in the palm of
my hand was something that had not been held by a human being for
thousands of years . That piece of shaped stone carried me back through
time to the days when the mighty Irish Elk, Cave Bear, Auroch , and Woolly
Mammoth walked the area where I sat.

Had a skin clad tribesman sat in the same place on Coppett Hill gazing as I
had done at some Red Stag roaring a challenge from his rutting stand where
today the Fallow deer stood? Had he fired his flint tipped arrow at some forest
beast and missed, or loosed the feather winged arrow at some trespassing
member of some other tribe from the foothlls of Wales?
Or had it simply fallen from his person to lie lost among the woodland leaves
these thousands of years? Was his home the hill fort at Yat Rock, Doward Hill
or further afield on the Chase Hill above Ross?
If that delicately worked piece of flint could speak what a fantastic tale it could
tell of the place where it had lain over the passing centuries.
While it lay in the leaves the Romans ruled the land and built the villa across
the river at Huntsham; dragon headed longboats sailed the Wye their crew of
warriors to battle with the local Saxons on the banks of the river at a place still
called The Slaughter.
As it sank slowly into the leaf litter Williams’ Norman Barons built Goodrich
Castle. Henry of Monmouth maybe passed close by during his days spent at
Courtfield. It shook and settled further into the woodland loam as the roaring
cannons of Cromwell shattered the walls of Goodrich Castle. It lay there as the
distant forest rang to the sound of axes and the crash of falling oaks to build
Nelsons “wooden walls.“ It was there when Wye valley wreathed in smoke
vibrated to the hammering of the Forge Hammers at New Weir.
Lying covered on the woodland floor the distant thump of detonated black
powder would be heard as Queen Victoria’s red coated soldiers practised with
the Snider Rifle and the new Martini Henry rifle on the Rifle Range towards the
village of Goodrich before being sent to earn their “shilling” in some distant
outpost of the Empire.
Deeper into the loam it sank as the drone of aircraft carrying that hated black
cross flew overhead in another attempt to bring England to her knees.
And what if that distant owner could be transported forward to the present Wye
Valley? Would he recognise that brightly clad figure carrying a plastic bottle of
water, two metal “walking sticks”, speaking into a small rectangular box and
with bits of plastic stuck into his ears AS ONE OF HIS FELLOW MEN?
Indeed, what a wonderful tale that small piece of Coppett Hill history could tell.
P.S The next time you stand in “Jollys’ Shop” in Goodrich could that person
standing next to you be related to that distant figure who lost the arrow head?
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